
PRESENT SIMPLE REVIEW

FORM

POSITIVE            NEGATIVE
I work                   I ________work
you work              you ______ work

he ________        he _________ work
she  _______       she _________ work
it  _________      it __________ work

we work               we ________ work
you work              you ________ work
they work             they ________ work

INTERROGATIVE FORM

______ I work?
______ you work?

______ he work?
______ she work?
______ it work?

______ we work?
______ you work?
______ they work?

WH-QUESTIONS (word order)

WH-QUESTION + DO/DOES + SUBJECT+ VERB (INF)+ COMPLEMENTS ?
  1. Where                        do         your parents     live?
  2. What                          does         your sister      do?
  3. How often                   do                you             eat                    fish?

Answer the previous questions:
1. ________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________________

USE of the Present simple:

 Tick ✔ the correct use of the present simple:
 (   ) To talk about  habits and daily routines.
 (   ) To talk about the things you are doing at the moment of speaking.
 (   ) To talk about things that are always true.
 (   )  To talk about future arrangements.

Write some examples with the correct uses:

THIRD PERSON SINGULAR SPELLING

 work - ____________
 finish- ____________
  buy- _____________
  study- ____________
  go - ______________
  have  - ___________

SHORT ANSWERS:

Yes, (subject) + positive auxiliary
 Do you live near here?
 Yes, I ______.
 Does your father drive?
  Yes, he _____.

No, (subject) + negative auxiliary 
Do you eat meat?
No, I _________.
Does your sister speak Italian?
No, she _______.



EXPRESSIONS USED IN THE PRESENT SIMPLE

ADVERBS OF FREQUENCY 

 We often use adverbs of frequency with the present simple.

 (0%) Never   rarely     not often      sometimes       often     usually      always (100%)

They go ________ the main verb:
Write the adverb in brackets in the appropriate place.

- I go to bed at eleven o’clock. (always)
- I don’t go swimming.(often)
- Does she  go to the gym?(usually)

But _________ the verb to be:
- He is late for school.(never)
- He isn't late for school. (always)
- Is he  late for school? (usually)

Sometimes and usually can also come at the beginning of the sentence or at the end.
- Sometimes we play cards.
- We play cards sometimes.

EXPRESSIONS OF FREQUENCY

Write  sentences using these expressions of frequency in their correct place: 
Where do they go? _____________________

Every day/week/month/year/Monday ...
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Once/twice/three times ….. a week / month / year.....
 _____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

on Monday/ on Monday afternoon /in the morning
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________


